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point better than abstract argument. If a Rwandese source tells make here is to ensure that he discloses what his sources are, so
us that a certain king conquered a certain country, what doe' that his readers will be informed as to the reasons for the choice
this statement mean? It may mean that a cattle raid was carried he has made in his interpretations of the texts.
out in enemy territory and was highly successful; or that th Interpretation is a choice between several possible hypotheses,
chief or king of the enemy country was deposed or killed, and and the good historian is the one who chooses the hypothesis that
his territory annexed, in theory, by Rwanda, while local is most likely to be true. In practice it can never have ye thu
government was left as it was; or it may mean that the con- a likelihood of truth, because the pas' h* gone frr- pis
quered chief remained in power, but recognized the suzeraint' and the possibility of first-hand obser. .tyiOfl of p ' s for
of the king of Rwanda. Or yet again, it may mean that the kint ever excluded. History is no nior'- tlii a call.
Rwanda occupied the country, incorporated it as part of thi bilities. This is true not only as far the

states over which he ruled, and replaced the administratin' documents is concerned, but for a! . tpi'ti .'
from top to bottom. Any one of these possibilities could 1 methodology, and above all iir the lost . .ut (Itil"
inferred from the statement, and this is still leaving out of at shall one decide whether a 1/4tatcmi'nt is in error, or . jr., or
count the subsidiary question as to whether the measures take 'veracious'? Each of the three h potheses has a .''
were temporary or final. That stating the problem in this Wa' of probability, and the fit st tin will Clii ............
is not ,nert'lv the sign of a Byzantine finicalness is shown 1 one. Or if. in cnrnparing two texts. ri-sri' ctutc- Ii itirin




" kIhlow iii factual example from Rwancla. A certain Kin, are found, the lirstrian must \ nether rnhi
.na conquered Gisaka, a country bordering on Rwandt imply that the texts hav a ii ar'

n effect that he carried out several raids thi what he does is to assess posihiliit and weich i .ut s
rentiori not only of'bringing hack cattle, but also Historical 'iUICflC( is a SCicitc p anlittiesH ,\ r s

ii' uiilitarv power of the enemy and disorganizir science of this kind. A large number of present-day sciertufic
in which he succeeded. His git. disciplines make use of the concept of chance and of probability.

\l utara Rwogera, also 'conquered the same couiitr From what has been said, it lbllov, that there is no such thing
i-rued in killing or exiling all the various chiefs vi as 'absolute historical truth', and no one can formulate an

1 '- thus ending the country's existence as an auton 'unchanging law of history' on the basis of our knowledge of
nuns .tatc. but it was his successor Rwahugiri who first found, the past. The truth always i -arid se

aist ' i ne centres there of the kind found in Rwanda, ait can only arrive at some ;tj)I\IrnaOon r \V' an refine
hi appointed Rwandese to high government posts. In 191 our interpretations, accumulate si it nvpr.haLLtu that they

Rw it :1ri - son was faced with a rebellion there, and it '' almost amount to certainty, and it t tiOt .11 ve it tire truth'.
n' until tfiii ended in 1903 that all the native chiefs and su! We can never hope to understand t''- -rvthing. and indeed do
chiefs rrc deprived of their rights, and the entire administra- not even understand all that ej'rr er r' j)ersunall\ We
tjun a taken over, cannot arrive at a full iindcrstandiii if the past because the

1 fills every historian is obliged to interpret the sources he past is something outside our experince, something that is
dealing with. I-fe does not and cannot have an unlimited know - other. It has been said that it is pus'lfr to describe historical
lerler' history, and there is usually more than one interprctx events because history is a science ht!t h deals with mankind,
ti(rri p ssihle of the facts at his disposal. In addition, the historiar- to which we ourselves belong. her r'a r scientific description
adds 'rncthing of his own to these facts, namely, his own part- of bees does not make sense, since c cannot imagine what it is
i-dir lair, which is something more akin to art than to scienci like to be a bee. 'This is true. But it is also true that we cannot
flu' univ concession to history as a scientific discipline he cat understand the past because the men who lived then were
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